INTRODUCED IN 2021:
The Teaching Academy Panel
By establishing the Teaching Academy Panel, lecturers are actively involved in aligning the Teaching Academy’s agenda with the lecturer’s needs and ambitions. The Panel consists of 16 lecturers and educational support staff.

EDUCATIONAL AWARDS
8 Awarded ‘Best Lecturer of the Faculty’
1 Awarded ‘Best Lecturer of TU Delft’
3 Comenius Awards for TU Lecturers
1 Edx Prize finalist (team) from TUDelft
3 TU Delft Education Fellows

To connect, share, spotlight & experiment, we organise various knowledge-sharing activities, lead educational projects & the TU Delft Education Fellowship, facilitate experiments, grant Teaching Awards and organise the TU Delft Education Day.

Programme Director Sessions
Sharing thoughts, experiences & knowledge on educational themes between Programme Directors (Msc/Bsc), the Vice President Education and the Academic Director of the Teaching Academy

Educational Awards
The ‘100 DAYS OF’ is an initiative organised by 4TU.CEE, LDE-CEL, TLS and the TU Delft Teaching Academy.

In 100 days (Sept. - Dec. 2021) various events were organised to collaboratively explore reflection in TU Delft’s engineering education.

Projects
• a Kick Start for New Lecturers!
• Sharing & Connecting on Blended Education
• Students as Partners
• Facilitating Special Interest Groups

TU DELFT | TEACHING ACADEMY
2021 in overview
Tudelft.nl/teachingacademy

The Teaching Academy’s mission: “collaboratively enhance engineering education across faculty boundaries”.

Through CONNECT (ideas and people)
we SHARE (knowledge and experience)
we SPOTLIGHT (lecturers and educational initiatives/innovations)
we EXPERIMENT (in the Teaching Lab)

14 Programme Director Sessions

3 TU DELFT Education Fellows

180 Education Day Participants

Each year the Teaching Academy organises The TU Delft Education Day; the event of the year to get inspired by innovative education. This year’s theme was ‘The Experiment’. Experiments were shared by lecturers on Technology, Forms of Education & the Mindset. With 180 participants (120 in the Teaching Lab | 60 online), 3 plenary talks, 10 sessions by lecturers and an interesting Demo Zone, it was an inspiring, interactive event.

100 Days of...
The ‘100 DAYS OF’ is an initiative organised by 4TU.CEE, LDE-CEL, TLS and the TU Delft Teaching Academy.

In 100 days (Sept. – Dec. 2021) various events were organised to collaboratively explore reflection in TU Delft’s engineering education.

58 Journal Club Participants

In the quarterly JOURNAL CLUBs lecturers, researchers, practitioners and learning developers meet and discuss scientific papers on education.

66 Education Conversation Participants

In the quarterly EDUCATION CONVERSATIONS lecturers get the chance to discuss relevant and current educational topics with peers.

210 Meet & Eat Participants

In the Monthly MEET & EATS the Teaching Academy gives the floor to lecturers to share their educational innovations, experiments & lessons learned.

...It’s all about Education!